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QUESTION 1

You are an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) developer and are creating a new form for an existing solution. 

Business requirements state that the form must always open in a grid view. 

What should you modify to fulfill this requirement? 

A. the Open Mode property on the form\\'s menu item 

B. the Window Type property on the form\\'s design 

C. the Form View Option property on the form\\'s menu item 

D. the View Edit Mode property on the form\\'s design 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A junior programmer asks you to review an order of operator precedence so that a math operation evaluates
appropriately. Which list is ordered correctly? 

A. unary, multiplicative, additive, logical, relational 

B. unary, multiplicative, additive, relational, logical 

C. shift, relational, additive, unary, logical 

D. equality, multiplicative, additive, relational, unary 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/dev-itpro/dev-ref/xpp-operator-
precedence 

 

QUESTION 3

You are extending primitive data types to make your code more readable, and you need to assign Extended Data Types
(EDT) properties. Which best practice should you follow? 

A. Do not use labels for user interface text 

B. Do not leave the display length and style as Auto 

C. Ensure that you reference an EDT when creating table fields 

D. Ensure that the HelpText property is the same as the label 

Correct Answer: C 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/developer/best-practices-for-extended-data-type-
properties 

 

QUESTION 4

You are an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) developer adding functionality to an existing solution. The solution\\'s
model has a label file of XYZen-US.label.txt. 

You finish creating a job and an action menu item to launch the job. 

You need to create a new label in the label file for the menu item. 

Which two steps are recommended when creating the label? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Search for the text of the new label to ensure there are no duplicates. 

B. Give the new label a meaningful Label ID after clicking the New button. 

C. Use all capital letters and numbers for the Label ID of the new label. 

D. Use the Label ID generated by the editor after clicking the New button. 

Correct Answer: AD 

References: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa620083.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a new table with the Valid Time State Field Type property set to Date. You add the table as a singular data
source to a form, and create a display menu item that opens the form. 

You add the menu item as an entry point to a new privilege and want to ensure that a role with the privilege can edit
records without creating new records. 

To achieve this goal, what is the minimum access level you should grant to the entry point? 

A. Create 

B. Delete 

C. Correct 

D. Update 

Correct Answer: D 
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